
Payment Service Providers

Custodial Crypto Projects

Custodial Wallets

NeoBanks

GameFi

iGaming

eSports

Centralized Exchanges

Imagine 
Any business could start processing 
cryptopayments in a matter of hours.


Sounds sweet, right?



But have you ever asked a question 
why they don’t accept crypto now?


It’s complicated to build a whole

crypto infrastructure from scratch

Flexibility
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Despite all the challenges, crypto adoption 

has grown in 2021-2022.up 800%
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Chainalysis Global Crypto Adoption Index: Sum of all countries’ index scores by quarter

800% growth

$2T 

Crypto Market Cap 

$120B

Daily Transaction Volume 

300M

Crypto Users 

 

with
to grow 
Are you ready 

?



There are lots of “just good” 
processing solutions.

0xpay is better than just good enough. It was made to power up complex 
crypto projects with just a few lines of code.

Chains transaction fee Digital Assets Fast Integration

∞ 5+ 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 
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Just a few ways will bring new 

horizons to businesses.

Connect API  & start receiving crypto in 

2 hours



Manage your custody and configure users 
wallets



Create mass withdrawals with 1 API call



Platform is already audited and passed safety 
checks



Deliver crypto services with lightning-fast 
speed.
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XPay

xpay merchantId, privateKey

xpay

withdrawId xpay

ipn xpay request

ipn.ticker

ipn.amount 

ipn.id 

'@xpay/integration'

'BTC', 'my-user-id'

'BTC' '10'  'bc1qxy2kgdygjrsqtzq2n0yrf2493p83kkfjhx0wlh'

let new

let

let

let

XPay

getReplenishAddress

withdraw

validate

/ get replenish address for user fundings


// withdraw funds


// currency ticker (BNB, BTC)


// amount of cryptocurrency received


// id to track transaction

address 

// validate replenish/withdraw notification and get fundings data
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A perfect place to keep funds, control them

and manage your business.

A perfect place to keep funds, control them

and manage your business.
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Audited smart-contracts



Additional safety protocols 
for wallets



Auto-withdraw to cold wallet

Use secure custody 

solutions 

Unlimited financial 

operations 

Earn additional interest by 
staking in protocols



Built-in crypto-crypto 
Exchange



SWIFT/SEPA payments
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BUSD/BNB

USD

Price

BTC

Amount

BTC

Total

25% 50% 75% 100%

USD

Price

BTC

Amount

BTC

Total

25% 50% 75% 100%

Markets

Trade History

Integrate your token

in the 0xpay architecture

Create your own token together with 0xpay 
specialists.



Receive payments in your native project’s 
tokens. Lightning-fast integration in crypto 
processing.



Host the initial token offering with best 
Partners-Launchpads
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SAAS Solution

Deploy everything you might need to start 

your payment business in shortest terms 
possible.



With 0xpay, crypto is not as challenging as it 
seems to be. 

Scalable architecture with 0xpay features



Legal and Marketing support



Use your branding with a competitive product 
offer



Wallet SDK

Develop a crypto fully featured 

wallet for your ecosystem in a matter of days!

Let your customers perform essential 
operations with crypto 

Don’t think about keys management and 
nodes maintenance
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33 325 $

Bitcoin

3223, 22 $ +1.7%

0.00024 BTC

(29,75 USD)

Ethereum

3223, 22 $ +1.7%

0.00024 ETH

(29,75 USD)

Tether USDT

3223, 22 $ +1.7%

0.00024 USDT

(29,75 USD)

BNB

3223, 22 $ +1.7%

0.00024 BNB

(29,75 USD)

Ripple

3223, 22 $ +1.7%

0.00024 XRP

(29,75 USD)

Tokens Staking NFT

Wallet
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33 325 $

Tokens Staking NFT

Bitcoin 0.00024 BTC
3 223, 22 $ +1.7% (3 524$)

Binance 24 BNB
3 223, 22 $ +1.7% (3 524$)

Ethereum 0.00024 ETH
3 223, 22 $ -1.7% (3 524$)

Ripple 0.00024 XRP
3 223, 22 $ +1.7% (3 524$)

Wallet

9:41

330 325 $

Crypto Staking NFT

Amazing digital art 2.45 ETH

Wallet

9:41

33 325 $

Tokens Staking NFT
Bitcoin 0.00024 BTC

3 223, 22 $ +1.7% (3 524$)

Bitcoin

3223, 22 $ +1.7%

0.00024 BTC

(29,75 USD)

Ethereum

3223, 22 $ +1.7%

0.00024 ETH

(29,75 USD)

Tether USDT

3223, 22 $ +1.7%

0.00024 USDT

(29,75 USD)

BNB

3223, 22 $ +1.7%

0.00024 BNB

(29,75 USD)

Wal

let
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Build User Experience, not code

Scale-scale-scale


We deliver infinitely scalable world-class architecture 
for blockchain payments infrastructure.

Fastest АРІ


Perform any number of transactions with lightning-fast API. 

99.9%

UP TIME

0.2ms

RESPONSE TIMEDon’t think about fees 

Pay as you go, use the fastest time to ROI solution
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Maybe you know a CEO who wants to 
work with crypto?

Every crypto project is community-driven.The most active 
community members are always rewarded.

BECOME A PARTNER

Bring new clients to 0xpay 

and receive 20% of their fees

Pays $30000 fees

Crypto Project

Invited merchants

Pays $10000 fees

Gambling Platform

0xpay Partner

+$8000

mailto:georgia.young@example.com
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What do you need to become a part 

of crypto ecosystem?

CyberSecurity

consulting

Compliance Crypto infrastructure Token creation

 and initial offering
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crypto
Join the 

Remember the first question?


Why you don’t accept crypto now?

Pay with 

$799

Pay with 

$749

Online Store

9:41

gathering

storm of
start growing with

 ,

              ! 

Website: 0xpay.app



If you have any questions, please contact us:

Thank you!

ihor_0xpay ihor@0xpay.app

Contact Sales


